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The current situation of many elderly people in 

Venezuela has been a recurrent topic among different 

civil society organizations who have warned for years 

that the Complex Humanitarian Emergency has 

differentially affected this vulnerable group. In this regard, 

the NGO FundaRedes pointed out: “The elderly’s 

situation in Venezuela has been detrimental, and their 

rights to access health programs, social security and a 

decent life have been systematically violated”. 

Francelia Ruiz, Projects Director of the civil 

association Convite, warned that people in Venezuela are 

growing old in precarious conditions. In that sense, she 

assured that almost 87% of elderly people are living in 

extreme poverty. Venezuela has identified as elderly 

people those men and women 60 years old or more. 

Nevertheless, it’s worth pointing out that the Social 

Security Act has established that in the case of women, 

the right to social security benefits for old age is acquired 

at the age of 55. 

In the report The Crossroads of Health: Between food 
and medications [La encrucijada de la salud: entre comida 
o medicamentos], presented by Acción Solidaria, 

evidenced that not only 80% of elderly people who were 

surveyed don’t have any private medical insurance, but 

also most of them have to resort to non-profit 

organizations or the public health system in order to 

obtain their medications and/or treatments. 

Almost 8 out of 10 elderly people can’t afford
their medical treatments in Venezuela

Acción Solidaria - www.accionsolidaria.info
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Espacio Público - www.espaciopublico.ong

Unidentified people tried to hinder the media
from covering CORPOELEC workers’ assembly

On August 22nd, 

unidentified individuals tried to 

impede representatives from 

three mass communication 

media from covering an 

assembly of active and retired 

workers from the Corporación 

Eléctrica Nacional 

[CORPOELEC by its Spanish 
acronym] that was held in the 

State of Lara. 

The journalist Yelitza Figueroa, a correspondent from 

the Crónica.Uno news portal, told Espacio Público that 

active and retired workers had summoned mass 

communication media to cover their assembly at the 

State-owned corporation, therefore, El Impulso and La 

Prensa de Lara attended besides herself. 

Upon arriving to the parking lot they 

were approached by people telling them 

that they couldn’t be there because it was 

private property. A retiree that was there 

complained about the arbitrariness, she 

explained that the journalists were the 

workers’ guests and that they weren’t 

inside the company. Even though they 

managed to obtain the coverage because 

the workers were on their side, they 

noticed that officials with military uniforms were taking 

photographs of the journalists and workers. 

https://bit.ly/3dXa5xs

https://bit.ly/3KrJKUv
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Supreme Court of Justice changed the proceeding
that sent the Mayors Scarano and Ceballos to jail

Transparencia Venezuela - www.transparencia.org.ve

Judges won’t have to remit 

anymore all the denouncements 

of contempt of Constitutional 

Certiorari Actions to the Supreme 

Court of Justice [TSJ by its 
Spanish initials], only those in 

which they’ve verified the 

non-compliance of a judicial 

order and, therefore, consider 

that the sanction set forth in 

Article 31 of the Organic Act for the Protection of 

Constitutional Rights is possible. The aforementioned rule 

stipulates that “whoever doesn’t comply with the 

mandate of a Constitutional Certiorari Action issued by 

the judge, shall be sentenced between six (06) and 

fifteen (15) months of prison”. 

The new decision was adopted by the Constitutional 

Chamber in its Ruling Nº 416, annulling the order issued 

almost three years ago to all Venezuelan courts of 

remitting all complaints of contempt to Constitutional 

Certiorari Actions received by them to the TSJ, for their 

revision and issuance of decisions upon them. 

With this decision, the Constitutional 

Chamber modified the proceeding it 

designed in 2014 for executing the 

punishment set forth in the Organic Act 

for the Protection of Constitutional Rights 

and whose first victims were the then 

Mayors from San Cristobal (State of 

Tachira) and San Diego (State of 

Carabobo), Daniel Ceballos and Enzo 

Scarano, respectively. 

The judicial authority considered that those mayors 

hadn’t complied with an order issued by the TSJ to put an 

end to the roadblocks in their jurisdictions within the 

framework of the 2014 anti-governmental protests. The 

TSJ relieved them from their positions and sentenced 

them to more than ten months in prison. 

Defiende Venezuela - www.defiendevenezuela.org
Civil servants from 13 states protest against the unconstitutional
instructive that decreases salaries and violates human and labor rights

On Tuesday August 

13th there were protests in 

13 of the country’s states 

from civil servants that 

demanded respect to 

their labor rights and the 

repeal of a polemic 

instructive from the 

National Budget Office 
[ONAPRE by its Spanish 
acronym] that 

significantly reduces their 

already limited budgets, 

particularly affecting 

educators. In Caracas, picket lines from the National 

Guard stopped protestors from passing through to the 

Ministry of Finance, the Vice-Presidency of the 

Republic and the headquarters of ONAPRE. That has 

been the fifth event of this type since the instructive 

was published. 

It’s important to point out 

that ONAPRE isn’t authorized 

to issue Administrative 

Rulings that determine civil 

servants’ salaries. The 

aforementioned instructive 

disregards valid collective 

conventions in force in 

different public administration 

guilds and imposes an 

alternative calculation of 

benefits that, in practice, 

reduces civil servants’ income 

between 40% and 70%. 

This legal document violates several constitutional 

rights and principles, including the Principle of the 

Progressive Nature of Labor Rights, and the rights to 

work and to a decent and sufficient salary, and the right 

to freedom of unions. 

https://bit.ly/3wBNL2G
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Un Mundo Sin Mordaza - www.sinmordaza.org

Un Mundo Sin Mordaza educated university students in 
human rights, gender perspective and public policies

The NGO Un Mundo Sin 
Mordaza carried out the MUN 
Impact boot camp, an education 
and professionalization program of 
tools for the Model United Nations 
(MUN), in human rights, gender 
perspective, public policies, and successful social 
entrepreneurships. 

With a team of five speakers, the attorney José Miguel 
Rodríguez presented everything regarding citizenship 
and activism; the internationalist Luisana Zambrano was 
the specialist in charge of explaining gender perspective 
in organized civil society; the internationalist Samuel Díaz 

approached the design, implementation and 
management of public policies; additionally, 
the attorney Andrés Vilariño talked about 
successful social entrepreneurships; and the 
economist América Lastra spoke of 
integration dynamics. 

This boot camp lasted five academic hours and it was 
performed online. It was aimed at university students that 
are members of the United Nations Venezuelan Model 
[MOVENU by its Spanish acronym] delegations and 
participated in the mock activity organized by Un Mundo 
Sin Mordaza and the Embajadores Comunitarios 
[Community Ambassadors] Foundation.

The goal of the United Nations 
Independent International Fact-Finding 
Mission on Venezuela (FFM) is to 
investigate extrajudicial executions, 
enforced disappearances, arbitrary 
detentions, tortures, and other cruel, 
inhuman or demeaning treatments 
committed in Venezuela since the year 
2014 with the purpose of assuring the 
aggressors’ full accountability and 
justice for the victims. After three years 
of convincing investigations, the Mission highlighted the 
selective political repression against main political leaders 
and public personalities linked to the opposition or to the 
defense of human rights in the country. It considered that 
human rights violations and the crimes that were 
investigated give way to the State’s responsibility and the 
individual criminal responsibility within the framework of 
national and/or international Criminal Law. It also called 
upon the international community and the States in order 
to initiate legal actions against those who are responsible 
of these violations and crimes under the Principle of 
Universal Jurisdiction. 

The Mission also determined that there are reasonable 
causes for believing that judges and prosecutors, under 
political pressure, have played an important role in 
committing serious human rights violations and crimes 
committed by different aggressors of the State in 
Venezuela against oppositionists through their acts and 
omissions, whether alleged or actual. Likewise, it 
determined the Venezuelan State’s duty to investigate 

and punish. The Mission’s work 
has been thorough, 
documenting the crisis in 
rights that exists in Venezuela. 
It has recognized the 
structural failures that have 
maintained the perpetration of 
human rights violations in 
Venezuela without an 
investigative and punitive 
process for those who are 

responsible. 

It can be evidenced that the Mission’s investigative 
effort has been very important, but it won’t be able to 
continue its development or in-depth analysis if its 
mandate isn’t renewed. The Fact-Finding Mission is 
essential for claiming victims’ rights. Its renewal would 
mean the possibility to continue documenting the 
systematic human rights violations that persist in 
Venezuela, assisting in the establishment of the 
perpetrators’ responsibilities, including the State and the 
individuals. What’s more, the evidences obtained from 
the Mission’s investigations can be very valuable for the 
process brought forth before the International Criminal 
Court (ICC).

Renewal of the FFM is essential for claiming victims’ rights

CEPAZ - www.cepaz.org

https://bit.ly/3ARYrgl
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Progressive dismantlement of the right
to Social Security in Venezuela

PROVEA - www.provea.org

Many aspects of the 

political policies design of 

Hugo Chávez’s government 

were harshly criticized by 

experts, because even though 

they were associated to 

improvements on poverty 

indicators, they were policies 

built upon an 

assistance-oriented and 

client-based vision, which led to the access to social 

rights was in many occasions conditioned to political 

affiliation. Nevertheless, in the social security area, there 

were structural advantages by setting pensions to 

minimum wage and a sustained increase in the proportion 

of people in the age of retirement who benefitted from 

old-age pensions. 

As the economic crisis and the Complex Humanitarian 

Emergency advance, these accomplishments have been 

progressively dismantled. This process has happened 

through two simultaneous ways: firstly, the deterioration 

of salaries within the framework of the hyperinflation 

process also affected the pensions’ 

purchasing power, decreasing the elderly’s 

ability to a decent standard of living. 

Secondly, the growth rate of the pension 

beneficiaries has decreased since 2019: 

between 2015 and 2019 the inter-annual 

growth rate was above 10%, while between 

2020 and 2021 it was only 0.7%. 

These setbacks in the elderly’s social 

security haven’t been compensated by other mechanisms 

like special bonuses or the Elderly Love Mission [Misión 
Amor Mayor]. All bonuses given in 2021 barely totaled 

$82.40, which means $0.22 per day. It shouldn’t come as 

a surprise that retirees have led most of the recorded 

protests and demanding decent pensions. 

Threats against political prisoners persist so they admit to acts they haven’t
committed and for not being represented by human rights defenders

Foro Penal - www.foropenal.com

As of August 26th, 2022 Foro 

Penal recorded 15,775 arbitrary 

arrests in Venezuela since January 

1st, 2014. 875 civilians have been 

presented before military courts. Up 

to this date we have accrued a 

historical number of 3,670 political 

prisoners, of which 3,426 have been 

released under different modalities. 

As of April 2014 we recorded 117 

political prisoners in the country. As 

of August 26th, 2022 the number is 244 people, out of which 

13 are women. Additionally, 9,421 people were or are being 

unjustly subjected to criminal procedures under cautionary 

measures. 

Pressure against political prisoners continues for them to 

accept defenders that aren’t trustworthy, public defenders in 

general, and for them to resort to the “admission of facts” and 

recognize their alleged 

responsibility in crimes they haven’t 

committed. In several processes that 

have been taken by voluntary 

attorneys from Foro Penal, there’s a 

recurring among judges and 

prosecutors of procuring ex parte 

communications, without their 

defense attorneys present and many 

times under threats, in order to 

indicate them that they shouldn’t be 

represented by human rights 

defenders anymore and that they must accept charges that 

don’t correspond to them so that the trials brought forth 

against them can stop. In some cases, they’re told that if they 

don’t accept these conditions, they’ll be sentenced to fullest 

extent of the law. This is a serious attack against the right to 

a defense that also puts in evidence that the law doesn’t 

prevail in political cases and that the search for truth through 

legal paths isn’t the final purpose of these causes of action. 

https://bit.ly/3e49OsF
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In spite that Nicolás Maduro said in May that by 

“raising the minimum wage up to half a petro and (…) 

increasing all of the salary schedules, we’re barely starting 

to recover the salary, which we’ll take to the highest 

possible level”, little has been done for preserving 

workers’ salaries and the polemic instructive approved by 

the National Budget Office [ONAPRE by its Spanish 
acronym] in March still hasn’t been repealed, which has 

resulted in an important number of protests from 

teachers, health personnel and labor union members from 

the country’s public sector. 

The Instructive for the Adjustment Process of the 

Public Administration Remuneration System, Collective 

Conventions, Special Salary Schedules, and Strategic 

Corporations, that disengages the collective contracts 

currently in force and intends to impose a benefits 

tabulator that reduces the workers’ integral salary 

between 40% and 70%, violates at least half dozen 

constitutional provisions. 

The National Federation of Public Employees 

[FEDEUNEP by its Spanish acronym] has denounced that 

the changes imply the reduction of public administration 

workers’ incomes. For example, teachers won’t receive 

anymore a payment equal to 30% of their salaries for 

having a bachelor’s degree, but rather a 25%; whoever has 

a master’s degree won’t earn a monthly assignment equal 

to 50% of their salaries, but rather 35%; and those with 

doctorates went from receiving a bonus of 60% to 40%. 

A revision of the text allows to determine that it 

violates constitutional provisions, such as the right to 

work, the Human Rights Principle of Progressiveness, the 

legal reserve, salary sufficiency, and the freedom of 

unions, among others. The social unease caused by the 

ONAPRE instructive makes very clear that, in spite that 

Maduro’s government has been self-proclaimed as 

“blue-collar”, it maintains a policy contrary to the sector 

and doesn’t think twice in taking a swipe at it whenever he 

deems convenient.

ONAPRE instructive violates half dozen constitutional provisions

Acceso a la Justicia - www.accesoalajusticia.org
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